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Adler, David A. Prices Go Up, Prices Go Down: The Laws of Supply and Demand; illus. by
Tom Huffman. Watts, 1984. 84-2212. ISBN 0-531-04628-1. 32p. illus. $8.60.
Cartoon-style drawings illustrate but do not augment the information given in a
R succinctly written continuous text. The simplicity of the writing, the logical
2-4 presentation of ideas, the large type, and the uncrowded pages make this an appro-
priate book about a basic economic principle for primary grades readers. Adler
explains, using clear examples, how supply and demand work in a free economy
(with some exceptions) not only to fix prices but also to help decide what goods will
be manufactured or what crops will be grown.
Ames, Lee J., illus. Draw 50 Horses. Doubleday, 1984. 81-43646. Library ed. ISBN 0-385-
17641-4; Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-17640-6. 50p. Library ed. $9.95; Trade ed. $9.95.
In an oversize book, each page has six drawings that purport, in stages from
Ad rough to finished, to teach readers how to draw various breeds of horses in various
5-6 positions. Save for a page addressed to the reader and another to the parent or
teacher, there is no text; this can help children imitate the drawings; it seems unlikely
to teach them enough so they can draw easily on their own.
C.U. Art-study and teaching
Balian, Lorna. Humbug Potion: An A-B-Cipher; written and illus. by Lorna Balian.
Abingdon, 1984. 83-15808. ISBN 0-687-18021-X. 30p. $12.95.
A homely little witch, black clad, and her black cat and crow are in effective
R contrast to the bright colors and clean background of the paintings that illustrate a
1-3 more-than-alphabet book. Trying to mix a magic potion that will make her beauti-
ful, the witch uses a coded book ("Slip in a 8-1-9-18 from the head of a 8-5-14.")
Visual clues help readers decode the alphabetized letters; the twenty-six a-to-z
ingredients are silly enough to amuse children, the game lure is strong, and end-
papers make it easier to figure out the ingredients, since they show numbered letters.
C.U. Reading, beginning
Cazet, Denys. Christmas Moon; written and illus. by Denys Cazet. Bradbury, 1984. 84-10969.
ISBN 0-02-717810-2. 27p. $12.95.
Save for the fact that this gentle story takes place on Christmas Eve, it's not
R particularly holiday-related. The small rabbit who confides in his mother that he
4-6 misses Grandpa is assuaged when Mother cuddles him and says that she learned
yrs. from Grandpa that there's magic in the Christmas moon. Whether its the moon, or
his mother's hugs, or the consolation of talking about Grandpa, little Patrick-back
in bed-closes his eyes sleepily and whispers "Merry Christmas." The cool
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blue/purple tones of the paintings give way to sunny pastels as Patrick's memories
are pictured, reflecting effectively a change of mood in a cozy, quiet book.
C.U. Christmas
Chambers, Catherine E. California Gold Rush, illus. by Allan Eitzen. Troll, 1984. 83-18280.
Library ed. ISBN 0-1867-0051-6; Paper ed. ISBN 0-1867-0052-4. 29p. Library ed.
$8.79; Paper ed. $1.95.
One of a series of books in the set "Adventures in Frontier America," this has a
M fictional framework about two young brothers who live in California and who
4-6 join the hunt (with moderate success) for gold after it is first discovered by an
employee of John Sutter. This is primarily an informational book, describing the
gold rush and explaining several techniques of panning for gold. Black and white
drawings are mediocre; the text is simply and adequately written if a bit stiff. Some
of the other books in the series are Frontier Farmer, Indian Days, and Wagons
West4 the total of ten simultaneously published books by Chambers give facts about
various aspects of frontier life, but they offer little that hasn't been in dozens of
other books.
Chevalier, Christa. Spence and the Sleepytime Monster; written and illus. by Christa Chevalier.
Whitman, 1984. 83-25988. ISBN 0-8075-7574-7. 29p. $9.25.
Spence assures his concerned mother that it is not imaginary, that he really has
R seen a monster in his room. Mother leaves the door open, leaves a light in the hall,
4-6 and promises to come with a big stick if.. .Soon a big shadow appears on Spence's
yrs. wall and a hairy form jumps on his bed; he traps it in the bedclothes, calls his
mother frantically, and reveals the family cat. Shadows do make things look bigger,
his mother explains, and does a little dance to show how her shadow looks. Light,
but reassuring, a nice handling of night fears.
D.V. Fear, overcoming; Mother-child relations
Christian, Mary Blount. Sebastian (Super Sleuth) and the Santa Claus Caper; illus. by Lisa
McCue. Macmillan, 1984. 84-4424. ISBN 0-02-718460-9. 55p. $8.95.
Trailing his owner (although the dog-detective doesn't think of him as owner but
M as colleague) to a department store to see what he's going to get for Christmas,
2-4 Sebastian poses first as Santa Claus and then as a maintenance man (changing into
other people's discarded clothing, unconvincingly). The Super Sleuth unmasks the
culprit who has been doing malicious mischief in the store. This has a light style and
some humorous aspects, but it fails in a primary requisite for good fantasy: it is not
logical or consistent within its parameters, since Sebastian is anthropomorphically
represented part of the time and shows canine behavior at other times. It is also not
credible that people in the story really believe he's the store Santa Claus, since he
doesn't speak, has a tongue that hangs out below a dog's nose, has a furry face, etc.
Clements, Bruce. Coming About. Farrar, 1984. 84-047841. ISBN 0-374-31457-8. 185p. $11.95.
There isn't much question that garrulous Carl is a weirdo, but somehow Bob (the
Ad narrator) finds that they are becoming friends, and that he falls in with every
6-9 proposition Carl makes, even when the idea seems preposterous. It's a shock when
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a school administrator tells Bob that Carl had once attacked a faculty member and
had been "hospitalized for mental illness," an account that proves to be exag-
gerated. It's of deep concern to Bob to discover that Carl's father is physically
abusive to his wife, and that Carl defends this. Carl runs away, asks Bob to steal
some school records (Bob does and is detected) and joins the Navy. This is an
unbalanced novel in its lack of focus; while Bob's account of his own interests (his
family, his girlfriends, his renovation of an iceboat, etc.) give the story some variety,
they also make it more diffuse. The characters are varied and interesting, the writing
has a good narrative flow, but the theme of friendship, while present, is never firmly
established.
D.V. Ethical concepts; Friendship values
Cole, Brock. The Winter Wren; written and illus. by Brock Cole. Farrar, 1984.
84-1583. ISBN 0-374-38454-1. 28p. $12.95.
Fresh, vernal watercolor paintings with a Rackham touch in the gnarled trees
Ad illustrate a story that is more whimsical than effective. Ingenuous and credulous,
K-2 Simon goes looking for spring; he finds Winter (a ghoulish figure who sows sleet)
and the old man's icy touch turns Simon's little sister into a Winter Wren. The
wren's advice helps Simon outwit Winter, and Spring comes in a tide of green and
gold. Nicely told but a bit precious.
Cole, Joanna, comp. A New Treasury of Children's Poetry: Old Favorites and New Discov-
eries; illus. by Judith Gwyn Brown. Doubleday, 1984. 83-20821. ISBN
0-385-18539-1. 224p. $12.95.
Animated line drawings, some soberly representational but most comical and/or
R grotesque, illustrate a book in which the selections are arranged so that they progress
K-6 from simple poems for very young children and, with increasing complexity, move
on to poems for older readers. Most of the poems were originally written for
children, and most of the poets are contemporary. There's little unusual here, but
it's an anthology of solid worth.
Collard, Alexandra. Two Young Dancers: Their World of Ballet; illus. with photographs by
Frank Dumand, Doug Magee, and Tom Hohing. Messner, 1984. 83-26435. ISBN
0-671-47074-4. 191p. $10.29.
Although Shane and Melissa, fifteen-year-old ballet students, worked together as
R adolescent students, their accounts are separate. Both came to New York as young
6-10 children to get the best training they could; both have promise but know that they
may-for various reasons-never achieve their career goals in an arduous and highly
competitive field. This duplicates some of the experiences in other ballet books (the
physical strain, the dedication required of dancers and usually of their families, the
uncertainty of acceptance at each stage) but is well worth adding, since it is true,
candid, and, especially in Shane's account, has a serious ingenuousness that is more
effective than professions of devotion to one's art could be.
D.V. Industry; Perseverance
Counsel, June. A Dragon in Class 4; illus. by Jill Bennett. Faber, 1984. ISBN 0-571-13249-9.
102p. $11.95.
Episodic but related chapters make this an excellent choice for group reading,
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R especially in the classroom; there are a few words here and there, in this fantasy
3-5 about a dragon and a group of British children, that may be unfamiliar to American
children but that are adequately explained in their context. Scales, the omniscient
(and doesn't he know it) small dragon that has adopted Sam as his boy, becomes
known to all Sam's classmates but not to his teacher; Scales complacently helps Sam
and the others with various projects. Sunny, often funny, this is both a nice meshing
of realism and fantasy, and a perceptive story about the relationships between a
good teacher and her students and among the students themselves.
D.V. Teacher-pupil relations
Cresswell, Helen. Bagthorpes Abroad. Macmillan, 1984. 84-7125. ISBN 0-02-725390-2. 172p.
$10.95.
Another in the author's series of very funny books about that highly unusual and
R eccentric family, the Bagthorpes; here they decamp to a dilapidated (Mr. B. is
5-7 hoping it's haunted) house in Wales, an oversize hovel that is traced and visited by
languid, wealthy Uncle Russell and his havoc-wreaking five-year-old, Daisy. The
Bagthorpes spend most of their time quarreling and trying, with little success, to get
out of the trouble most often engendered by the indomitable Daisy or the hostile
Mr. B. This is just as vigorous and as capably written as earlier Bagthorpe books; it
is less effective as comedy because there are no lulls in the action.
Crews, Donald. School Bus; written and illus. by Donald Crews. Greenwillow, 1984. 83-18681.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02802-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02807-1. 32p. Library ed.
$9.55; Trade ed. $10.25.
The precise lines and blocks of clean color in uncluttered pictures that have good
Ad perspective and composition make this an attractive book. This doesn't have vehicu-
K-2 lar variety and it doesn't give a great deal of information, however. Crews shows the
empty busses being boarded by children, taking them to schools all over town, and
being parked in the school lots until the end of the day when both children and
busses go home. This is not as effective as most of the earlier books by Crews, but
has the appeal of familiarity to some children.
Cuyler, Margery. Sir William and the Pumpkin Monster; illus. by Marsha Winborn. Holt,
1984. 84-610. ISBN 0-03-064032-6. 27p. $9.95.
Lively comic drawings of Sir William (a ghost who is calmly accepted by the
R Neville family in whose home he lives) are appropriately tinted with orange and
2-3 black. Sir William was very helpful with chores, and he knew he was appreciated,
but he yearned to be ghostly enough to frighten the Nevilles. He did scare a few
other people, but the Nevilles simply said, "Really, Sir William. You look ridiculous
playing with that skeleton," or "Stop making such a racket. It's breakfast time,"
when he rattled some chains. It's the ghost who gets the scare in this lightly amusing
turnabout story, and he's thereafter content to stay home and dole out Halloween
candy. The subject, the light but controlled writing style, and the humor should
appeal to readers.
C.U. Halloween
Davis, Maggie S. Rickety Witch; illus. by Kay Chorao. Holiday House, 1984. 84-498. ISBN
0-8234-0521-4. 30p. $9.95.
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Page-filling line drawings, spacious in mood and moderately amusing in details,
Ad illustrate a cheerful but rather unfocused story. The old rickety witch is kind and
K-2 sweet; the two younger witches with whom she lives are mean and sour. They forbid
her to use the wagon, but while they are away on Halloween the old witch takes the
wagon and uses it to distribute goodies to children. The horses are so tired that she
leads them home; to get the wagon back she has to use a spell, and the wagon-
careening along-knocks the mean witches "moons away." And that's the end of
them and the beginning of happier times for the rickety witch. Some appeal, little
substance.
C.U. Halloween
de Paola, Thomas Anthony. The First Christmas; written and illus. by Tomie de Paola.
Putnam, 1984. 83-49414. ISBN 0-399-21070-9. 12p. $12.95.
Center-tied hard covers open to form the wings of a backdrop for a series of pull-
Ad down, papercut pages that serve as a medieval setting for the abbreviated text (half-
K-2 a-dozen sentences) that tells the Nativity story. The illustrations are attractive, but
this seems a trivial pursuit when there are more poetic versions, some of them
handsomely illustrated and using or paraphasing the beautiful language of the Bible.
Here there is, on the title page, a slightly longer version of the Christmas story than
is contained on the cut-paper pages, but it is also truncated.
Dickens, Charles. Mickey's Christmas Carol; ad. and illus. by Walt Disney Productions.
Random House, 1984. 84-4860. ISBN 0-394-85615-5. 42p. $4.95.
A pedestrian retelling and simplification of a story that is, to begin with, inappro-
NR priate for the read-aloud age that responds to Disney's animal characters. Mickey
K-3 Mouse is Bob Cratchit, the several ghosts are shown as other Disney characters.
This vitiates the spirit of the tale, robs it of style, makes a mockery of a literary
classic.
Erlanger, Ellen. Jane Fonda: More than a Movie Star. Lerner, 1984. 83-27542. ISBN 0-8225-
0485-5. 56p. illus. with photographs. $6.95.
Although this biography is appreciative of the status gained by Jane Fonda for her
R acting ability, it is fortunately without the hyperbole of the gushing and laudatory
5-9 puff piece. Rather soberly, it reviews Fonda's relationship with her father, her pro-
fessional and personal life, her political activism (and the fact that many people
criticize it) and her newest success as a writer of books on physical fitness. The
writing style is not impressive, but it's adequately straightforward and fairly
objective.
Evernden, Margery. The Kite Song. Lothrop, 1984. 84-4367. ISBN 0-688-01200-0. 186p.
$10.25.
Jamie, eleven, is emotionally disturbed, withdrawn and fearful; his mother has
Ad just died and he has come to live with his married half-brother Ron. The member of
5-6 the household who wins Jamie's love and trust is cousin Clem, whose poetry moves
the silent boy, whose kite-flying brings connotations of freedom. Jamie improves
gradually both in his feelings of security and in his academic achievement with a wise
teacher at a special school. It is she who finds Jamie when he has run away trailing
Clem after the latter's abrupt departure. The characterization and dialogue are
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adequate although neither has the depth that might make them vivid; the writing
style is uneven. The subject is interesting, but its treatment here seems obtrusively
purposive.
D.V. Self-confidence
Fox, Paula. One-Eyed Cat. Bradbury, 1984. 84-10964. ISBN 0-02-735540-3. 192p. $11.95.
Few contemporary writers create their characters with the depth, nuance, and
R compassion that Paula Fox does, and if her story unfolds slowly, it is worth the
5-7 patience and concentration it takes to follow the many-layered development of the
* characters, especially of the eleven-year-old protagonist, Ned. Told by his father that
he's too young for the air rifle an uncle gives him as a birthday present, Ned sneaks
the gun out one night and takes a shot at a shadowy creature. He is subsequently
smitten with guilt when he sees a one-eyed feral cat, and the knowledge that he may
have been responsible as well as disobeying his father colors all his days. Tautly
structured, perceptive, compelling.
D.V. Parent-child relations; Responsibility; Older-younger generations
French, Fiona. Future Story; written and illus. by Fiona French. Peter Bedrick, 1984.
83-23317. ISBN 0-911745-35-1. 32p. $11.95.
In an oversize book, the highly stylized, brilliantly colored pictures are often
M crowded and sometimes confusing because of abstraction or the dominance of design
3-5 over visual narration. The story is told by messages to and from a starship in which
a crew of three makes an attempt to rescue the survivors on a dying planet, but finds
no signs of life, only a crystal. It appears that crystal has encapsulated and killed all
life; only the warmth of the earth's sun can save the last survivor in the specimen
crystal. And-not in the text but in the final picture-a fourth silhouetted form
follows those of the three astronauts. The pictures display French's technical pro-
ficiency, but they as often obtrude on the story as they extend it; the story has
conflict/solution but the form (terse messages) gives it a cold quality. The future
setting and the space rescue should appeal to readers.
Freschet, Berniece. Raccoon Baby; illus. by Jim Arnosky. Putnam, 1984. 83-4634. ISBN
0-399-61149-5. 48p. $6.99.
Soft, realistic pencil drawings, with alternate double-page spreads having earth
R colors added, illustrate a very simply written text that is appropriate in length,
1-2 vocabulary difficulty, and concepts for the beginning independent reader. The mate-
rial is well-organized, the print large, the pages uncluttered; the text, lightly
fictionalized, describes the progress of three raccoon cubs from their birth in the
spring to the start of their first winter hibernation.
C.U. Reading, beginning; Science
Gaeddert, LouAnn. Your Former Friend, Matthew; illus. by Mary Beth Schwark. Dutton,
1984. 83-16486. ISBN 0-525-44086-0. 75p. $9.95.
Gail and Matthew had always been best friends, so it was a shock to Gail when,
R after he'd been away all summer, Matthew proceeded to ignore her and spend all his
3-5 time with male classmates. Gail went through several phases: misery, resentment,
feelings of vengefulness, and-gradually-turning to new friends. In the end, she
forgave Matthew and was ready to be pals again on a more casual, less possessive
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basis. This is not an unusual subject, but it's handled unusually well here, with
logical consequences and developments and good depiction of other relationships to
balance that of the dissolving friendship. The characters are sturdily drawn, the
writing style smooth.
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Friendship values
Gee, Maurice. The World Around the Corner. Oxford/Merrimack, 1984. ISBN 0-19-558061-3
72p. $6.95.
Caroline finds, in her father's antique shop, a pair of old spectacles that clearly
Ad are magical; just after finding them, she becomes aware that the evil Mr. Grimble
4-6 (whose eyes, when she has the magic glasses on, are red) is frenetically hunting the
glasses. Caroline learns from the old woman who had brought the spectacles into the
store that there's another world from which she comes and in which the evil forces
represented by Grimble can gain control if he finds the magic glasses. It is up to
Caroline to thwart Grimble and save the other world-which she does, in a mildly
suspenseful sequence. Set in New Zealand, smoothly written, but a bit plodding in
pace and formulaic in structure.
Geisert, Arthur. Pa's Balloon and Other Pig Tales; written and illus. by Arthur Geisert.
Houghton, 1984. 83-18552. ISBN 0-395-35381-5. 96p. $12.95.
In the first of three brief stories, a family of pigs takes a ride in Pa's new balloon;
Ad in the second, they enter and win a balloon race and in the third, they fly over the
K-2 North Pole. The stories have some incidental action but the book is marred by the
flat writing style. There is some humor in text and illustrations; the latter, tinted
etchings, have interesting technique and composition but some strangely drawn pigs.
Gibbons, Gail. Halloween; written and illus. by Gail Gibbons. Holiday House, 1984. 84-519.
ISBN 0-8234-0524-9. 28p. $12.95.
Gibbons describes the origins of Halloween beliefs and observances, and discusses
Ad the many ways it is celebrated today: the costumes, parties, carved pumpkins, trick-
1-3 or-treat visiting, games, visits to "haunted" houses, and costume contests. The text
is terse, the subject one in which most children will be interested, although there is
little here that is not general knowledge, and there is no adequate explanation of the
name of the holiday. The illustrations are bright and bold, with filled pages but no
fussy details.
C.U. Halloween; Reading, beginning
Gikow, Louise. Sprocket's Christmas Tale; illus. by Lisa McCue. Holt, 1984. 84-6526. ISBN
0-03-000708-9. 38p. $7.95.
Muppet characters, drawn in pedestrian fashion, may appeal because of their tele-
M vision exposure but are reminiscent of mass-market books at their gaudiest. The
3-5 story has the double appeals of a Christmas setting and an affectionate relationship
yrs. between man and dog, but it's contrived and sentimentalized: the dog, Sprocket,
worries because he has no Christmas present for his master but on Christmas Eve a
Fraggle (a small, furry creature) drops two candy canes and they serve as Sprocket's
present to Doc. Limp.
Glass, Andrew. My Brother Tries to Make Me Laugh; written and illus. by Andrew Glass.
Lothrop, 1984. 83-14989. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02259-6; Trade ed. ISBN
0-688-02257-X. 30p. Library ed. $10.51; Trade ed. 11.50.
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Sprightly crayon drawings of the narrator and her brother, purple creatures with
R long snouts and eyes on stalks, add to the fun of a text in which there is conjecture
3-6 about the creatures called Earthlings and then a confrontation. Odeon tries, all
yrs. through the long space voyage, to make his sister laugh with no success, although
she apparently enjoys fun at the expense of their lazy robot and their easy-to-tease
computer. As they prepare to land, Mother warns the children to be friendly to the
Earthlings, not to comment on their odd appearance (such tiny noses!) or make fun
of them; the meeting is wholly amicable and, when the robot plays a little joke,
there's laughter all around. How could this miss? Monsters, space flight, role
reversal, humor, and a text that has a casual, conversational tone.
Glubok, Shirley. Doll's Houses: Life in Miniature. Harper, 1984. 77-25663. Library ed. ISBN
0-06-022017-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022016-3. 99p. illus. with photographs. Library
ed. $14.89; Trade ed. $15.50.
Chronologically arranged, the text describes the construction and furnishings of
R doll houses (all in museums) from several made in Holland in the late seventeenth
5- century to a modern dollhouse that was made in the last decade and is part of the
toy collection in the Museum of the City of New York. A few photographs are in
color and show the splendor of these miniature rooms, houses, and palaces; most of
the pictures are in black and white. There's no variation in the text, which is solidly
descriptive. An appended index seems moderately useful. This may have a limited
audience, but it will probably consist of intensely interested readers.
Halsey, William D., ed. Macmillan Dictionary for Students. Macmillan, 1984. 84-3880. ISBN
0-02-761560-X, 1190p. $16.95.
Given the number of pages, the thin paper, and the small (but readable) type, it's
R not surprising that the chief disadvantage of this new dictionary (90,000 entry words
4- and 120,000 definitions) is its weight. It should be a welcome addition to the family
of dictionaries, since the prefatory and explanatory material is clear and full, the
entries succinct but not terse, and the various appended materials useful, including a
handbook of style, a glossary of computer terms, and a brief history of the English
language. Above all, the book is recommended because the entries are adequate in
their treatment of derivation, word forms, alternate meanings, and examples.
C.U. Reference collections
Harrison, Michael, ed. The Oxford Book of Christmas Poems; ed. by Michael Harrison and
Christopher Stuart-Clark. Oxford/Merrimack, 1984. ISBN 0-19-276051-3. 160p.
illus. $12.95.
A very good anthology is illustrated (both in color and in black and white) by a
R number of artists; many of the pictures are distinctive enough stylistically to be
4- recognizable, but only minimal identification is provided. The first group of poems
celebrates the coming of winter and Advent, the last focuses on the coming of the
new year. Poets' names are provided at the close of each selection in a book that is
broad in range and as discriminating in quality as it is handsome; many of the
poems are appropriate, also, for reading aloud to younger children.
C.U. Christmas
Hawkins, Colin. Take A way Monsters; written and illus. by Colin Hawkins. Putnam, 1984.
82-25179. ISBN 399-20962-X. 10p. $9.95.
[26
If it weren't already an appealing way to teach subtraction, using monster char-
R acters, this would probably delight young children because the use of pull-tabs
3-6 manipulates the characters and fills in the answers to equations. For example,
yrs. "4-2=" not only shows a "2" as solution, but also, when a tab is pulled, causes
two of the four brightly colored monsters to disappear. The minimal text is in
rhyme, and balloon captions add to the humor, as in a picture in which three baby
monsters, tucked into bed, ask for a story or a kiss or a drink. First published in
Great Britain, this is an ingenious and effective way to instill a mathematical
concept.
Hirsh, Marilyn. I Love Hanukkah; written and illus. by Marilyn Hirsh. Holiday House, 1984.
84-497. ISBN 0-8234-0525-7. 28p. $11.95.
Illustrated by bold, sometimes fussy, paintings, this book about one small boy's
Ad reaction to a major Jewish holiday gives little new information (vis-a-vis earlier
K-2 books) about the occasion but it does convey a sense of the family warmth and
affection it engenders. Grandpa tells the story of the first Hanukkah, the family
lights candles, eats traditional foods, gives gifts to the children each day of the eight-
day holiday. Next year, the small boy who is the narrator says, he'll remember
everything about this year.
C.U. Hanukkah
Hoban, Tana, illus. Is It Rough? Is It Smooth? Is It Shiny?; illus. with photographs by Tana
Hoban. Greenwillow, 1984. 83-25460. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-03824-7; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-688-03823-9. 32p. Library ed. $9.55; Trade ed. $10.25.
There is no text in this concept book for young children, and no captions are
Ad provided for the excellent color photographs. That may be part of the reason that
3-5 this is less effective than other Hoban books (Is It Red? Is It Yellow? Is It Blue? or
yrs. Take Another Look or Push-Pull, Empty-Full) but it is primarily because, unlike
those books, there are no sets of pictures used to establish contrast or show (as with
color) differences. Here the pictures are handsome, but each is isolated, and the
concept of texture is not always visually conveyed.
Hodges, Margaret, ad. Saint George and the Dragon, adapted from Edmund Spenser's Faerie
Queene; illus. by Trina Schart Hyman. Little, 1984. 83-19980. ISBN 0-316-36789-3.
32p. $13.95.
At her romantic best, Hyman illustrates this classic tale, adapted from Edmund
R Spenser's Faerie Queene, with paintings of a marvelously fierce dragon, an impec-
4-6 cably heroic knight, a dazzingly lovely Princess Una. Notable for their color and
* composition, the illustrations are framed by borders that often have a Tiffany look.
The adaptation by Hodges is capable, simplifying Spenserian language but not
abandoning it altogether as she retells the dramatic story of the gallant Red Cross
Knight who fought the dragon, won a princess, and became the patron saint of
England.
C.U. Reading aloud
Holl, Kristi. Footprints Up My Back. Atheneum, 1984. 84-4168. ISBN 0-689-31070-6. 151p.
$10.95.
The title of the first chapter, "Being Dependable Is a Curse!" gives the gist of
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Ad twelve-year-old Jean's problem: when people know you have a sense of respon-
5-7 sibility, they tend to take advantage of you. Jean's always doing her sister's house-
hold chores or taking over her best friend's paper route. Exasperated, she consults
her grandmother, who helps her see that there's a difference between being helpful
and being imposed upon, and that only Jean herself can prevent the latter. She also
finds that there are times when one reaps awards for being responsible-in this case,
getting a puppy. The writing style is rather pedestrian, with shallow characterization
and plodding dialogue; Jean is a worthy character, but she's dull.
D.V. Helpfulness; Responsibility
Hurd, Thacher. Mama Don't Allow; written and illus. by Thacher Hurd. Harper, 1984.
83-47703. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-022690-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-022689-7. 37p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
In an engaging and nonsensical romp, a young possum whose uncle has sent him a
R saxophone for his birthday annoys his parents and local residents by his loud
K-2 practicing; when Miles Possum forms a combo with three other animals, they are
not appreciated save by the alligators. The combo is invited to play for an alligators'
party aboard a riverboat. They're a success, but they find they are also destined to
be the meal--they ingeniously save their lives by playing a lullaby so softly and
sweetly that the alligators all fall asleep and the musicians can escape. Ebullient,
fast-paced, and funny, the book includes the musical notation for the title song.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. Sexual Abuse: Let's Talk About It. Westminster, 1984. 83-27346.
ISBN 0-664-32713-3. 93p. $8.95.
Although this book seems to be primarily addressed to adults, it may also be of
R interest to young adults who are baby-sitters, have younger siblings, or still suffer
7- from the effects of sexual abuse when they were younger. Although she mentions
fleetingly that there are female offenders, Hyde describes a male abuser of children
in every example she cites. Save for that minor flaw, the book is very good: it is
forthright and lucid, it gives good advice on helping children cope with advances
without frightening them, and it gives information about sources of help (hot lines,
publications, and agencies of various kinds) both within the text and in two lists that
precede the index.
Johnson, Sylvia A. Mantises; illus. with photographs by Satoshi Kuribayashi. Lerner, 1984.
83-23889. ISBN 0-8225-1458-3. 48p. $8.95.
The book is adapted from a 1976 publication, the Japanese text of Observing
R Mantises having been written by the photographer. Both the color photographs and
3-5 the adaptation of the continuous text are of good quality, and the placement and
captions have been handled with care. The well-organized text describes the life cycle
of the mantis, its roles as prey and predator, its mating and the building of the egg
case that may house as many as four hundred eggs, and its anatomical features. A
good science book.
C.U. Science
Kelley, Emily. Happy New Year; illus. by Priscilla Kiedrowski. Carolrhoda, 1984. 84-5020.
ISBN 0-87614-269-2. 48p. $7.95.
Five or six pages are devoted to each of seven countries (China, Ecuador, Israel,
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M Japan, Iran, Vietnam, and Sierra Leone); this is followed by a sort of grab bag: a
2-3 few lines about a few other countries, a game, some jokes, a recipe, a song, and a
thirteen-word glossary that includes such words as cannon, carpenter, fern, festival,
and lantern. The illustrations, tinted line drawings, are competent if occasionally
crowded by design details; the writing is bland, the coverage superficial, the book
weakened by a tendency to generalize.
C.U. New Year's Day
Kherdian, David. The Animalt illus. by Nonny Hogrogian. Knopf, 1984. 83-22268. Library
ed. ISBN 0-394-95597-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-85597-3. 28p. Library ed. $10.99;
Trade ed. $10.95.
Only the drawing of what looks like a flying saucer, on one of the pages preceding
R the text, is an indication of the fact that the animal (blue-grey, dog-like, nameless)
K-3 may come from another planet; the fact is provided on the jacket flap but not in the
text. The other beasts, in this peaceable kingdom, speak of the animal only as being
"new here." Lion, Goose, Fox, Elephant, Ostrich, and Crocodile are the observers
of the animal, who smiles at butterflies and seems to love all that he sees. The
message: Seeing, in contrast to just looking, means loving. The lack of action may
limit the book's appeal to some readers, but the poetic text and the soft, beautifully
detailed pencil and crayon drawings may make instant converts of others.
Kline, Suzy. Shhhh!; illus. by Dora Leder. Whitman, 1984. 83-26032. ISBN 0-8075-7321-3.
28p. $9.25.
This moves at a deliberate pace, as a small girl lists the many members of her
R family who tell her to be quiet because of what they're doing (studying for a test,
K-2 talking to an adult, watching television, etc.) or what somebody else is (taking a
nap). The patient child goes outdoors with her dog and whoops and screams
happily, making up for all the imposed silence. Not very substantial, but all too
believable.
Kroll, Steven. The Biggest Pumpkin Ever; illus. by Jeni Bassett. Holiday House, 1984.
83-18492. ISBN 0-8234-0505-2. 28p. $12.95,
All the time the pumpkin is growing, Clayton the village mouse (who hopes to
Ad win the pumpkin contest) and Desmond the field mouse (who wants to carve the
K-2 biggest jack-o'-lantern in the neighborhood) water and fertilize one pumpkin; not
until the vegetable is huge do they discover each other. Their agreement is amicable;
the giant pumpkin easily wins the contest and is indeed the biggest and jolliest jack-
o'-lantern to be seen glowing on the night of Halloween. Not forceful but pleasant,
simply told and adequately, if repetitiously, illustrated.
C.U. Halloween
Lilly, Kenneth. Animal Builders written and illus. by Kenneth Lilly. Random House, 1984.
83-61970. ISBN 0-394-86373-9. 10p. $2.95.
One of a series of board books (the others are about animal climbers, jumpers,
Ad runners, or swimmers) designed to inform very young children about wild animals,
2-4 this makes no attempt to be comprehensive. It comments on the structures built by
yrs. harvest mice, squirrels, weaverbirds, beavers, and swallows with a single sentence
each: "Squirrels build homes high in the trees," for example. The slightness of
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coverage limits information, but the scope and simplicity are appropriate for the
intended audience.
Lord, Bette Bao. In the Year of the Boar and Jacki Robinson; illus. by Marc Simont.
Harper, 1984. 83-48440. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024004-0; Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-024003-2. 169p. Library ed. $9.89; Trade ed. $9.95.
In a story based in part on the author's experience as an immigrant, Shirley
R Temple Wong (a name she chose as her American name) arrives in Brooklyn and
3-5 spends her first year in public school. Feeling an outsider at first; coping with a new
language and new mores, and becoming a baseball fan; making new friends and
earning money as a babysitter for obstreperous boy triplets, Shirley becomes inte-
grated into her new life without ever forgetting her love of home and her pride in
being Chinese. The book has one weakness: it occasionally is too cute in dealing
with Shirley's mistakes in English, but the positive qualities outweigh the weakness
in a story that has cultural dignity, a warm family relationship, some pathos and
some humor, and an affirmation of the resilience of childhood.
D.V. Adaptability; Family relations
McGinnis, Lila Sprague. Auras and Other Rainbow Secrets. Hastings House, 1984. 84-4486.
ISBN 0-8038-0551-9. 109p. $9.95.
Like her dead mother, who saw auras and was clairvoyant, Nora sees people-
Ad sometimes-with a colorful aura and has had a few experiences of predicting trouble
6-9 when an aura disappears. Her father is furious, forbids her to discuss or practice her
talent, but is eventually (and a bit abruptly) convinced by an attractive teacher (to
whom he becomes engaged at the end of the story, to the pleasure of Nora and her
brothers) that clairvoyance is a gift and that Nora should be left to judge for herself
whether she wants to develop or ignore it. There are other facets to the story, which
is capably written and has particularly natural dialogue, but the father-daughter
conflict is the paramount, and repetitive, aspect of the book.
McKinley, Robin. The Hero and the Crown. Greenwillow, 1984. 84-4074. ISBN 0-688-02593-5.
288p. $11.50.
In a second story about the mythic land of Damar (the first of a projected trilogy,
R The Blue Sword, was reviewed in the February, 1983 issue) McKinley creates
7-10 another dauntless and engaging hero-figure in Arien, the king's daughter who knows
* that the populace and court look down on her because her mother was a commoner
and a witch-woman. It is not until after Arien has won acclaim for slaying dragons
that she meets the immortal Luthe and learns her true history and her full powers.
With the magical blue sword, Arien kills the arch-wizard who has ravaged Damar
and whose imposed conflict has brought about the death of the king. Arien weds the
new king, becoming queen in her people's hearts as well as in name. Set in an earlier
time, this has the same kind of sweep and color as did the first book; although
related, it stands completely on its own. It is just as strong in characterization,
perhaps a bit slower, in parts, in pace.
D.V. Courage
Magnus, Erica, ad. Old Lars; ad. and illus. by Erica Magnus. Carolrhoda, 1984. 83-7373.
ISBN 0-87614-253-6. 28p. $9.95.
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One winter morning Old Lars hitches up his horse and starts up the mountain to
NR gather wood. (There is no explanation of how a dozen children happen to be with
K-2 him or what has happened to them when he returns without them.) Old Lars
gathers so much of the wood that had been chopped the previous summer that his
horse can't pull the sleigh; laboriously, Old Lars takes the wood off the sleigh and
the story, based on a Norwegian folktale, ends, "And back down the mountainside
they went; The old man, his horse, and the empty sleigh." There is some humor in
the concept, but it's a slight tale; the crayon pictures are repetitive and at times
sentimentalized.
Marshall, James. George and Martha Back in Town, written and illus. by James Marshall.
Houghton, 1984. 83-22842. ISBN 0-395-35386-6. 47p. $9.95.
The buck-toothed hippos who've pranced their way through earlier George and
R Martha books are seen here in five very brief vignettes about the vicissitudes and
K-2 nuances of a peer relationship. Typical of the brevity, wit, and pithiness of all the
stories is the first one: Martha finds a box marked "Do Not Open," and is taken
aback when she opens it and then has to pick up George's entire collection of
Mexican jumping beans. "You seem out of breath," George comments. "You don't
think I opened that little box, do you?" asks Martha, giving herself away with an
innocence most of the lap audience with recognize ruefully. Again, beguiling.
Marzollo, Jean. Ruthie's Rude Friends; by Jean and Claudio Marzollo; illus. by Susan
Meddaugh. Dial, 1984. 84-1707. Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0016-0; Trade ed. ISBN
0-8037-0015-2. 48p. Library ed. $8.89; Trade ed. $8.95.
Like children of other space scientists from many planets, Ruthie has come to
R Planet X10 while her parents do research. She meets two odd creatures, a flutter-
1-3 fish and a child-pig; they are rude to her and she is rude to them. Annoyed, she
disobeys a parental injunction and goes over the settlement wall, only to encounter a
ferocious three-headed monster. Fish and Pig, who've followed to taunt her, try to
save her but it is Ruthie's strength and ingenuity that defeat the monster and excite
the admiration of Fish and Pig. There are apologies all around and Ruthie is much
happier now that she's made friends on Planet X10. The plot is adequately struc-
tured if short on substance; the appeal of the book (in addition to the outer space
setting, the odd creatures, and the theme of friendship) are the satisfaction of
accomplishment and the light, humorous style. This should provide enjoyment as
well as experience to the beginning independent reader.
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Courage; friendship values
Matthews, Gordon. Michael Jackson. Messner, 1984. 84-725. Trade ed. ISBN 0-671-50636-6;
Paper ed. ISBN 0-671-50795-8. 64p. illus. with photographs. Trade ed. $8.79; Paper
ed. $2.95.
There is no question that any book about so popular an entertainer will find an
M audience, but this is, unfortunately, a book that is weak in style, tone, and formu-
5-9 laic approach; it reads more like a press agent's hyperbolic puff piece than a biog-
raphy. The grammar occasionally hits a nadir: "There were numerous television
appearances on such well-known shows of the time like Soul Train..." Matthews
details the career of the Jackson Five, goes on to describe the growing popularity of
Michael, and to give a sort of fan-magazine account of what he's like, how he lives,
and what kudos he has won. A discography is provided.
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Mayne, William. The Green Book of Hob Stories; illus. by Patrick Benson. Philomel, 1984.
83-17317. ISBN 0-399-21039-3. 24p. $7.95.
A whimsical fantasy, this episodic tale about a small, corpulent, self-satisfied
R household spirit is illustrated with dark/bright drawings that use hatching to good
K-3 effect. The adults in a British household cannot see the tiny Hob but children and
animals can, and speak of him; Hob speaks of himself in third person much of the
time, a device that may have to be explained to the audience or controlled by voice
changes. Hob ousts a changeling and gets Baby back into his cradle; he gets rid of
Mumps, all ready to attack Baby; he gets rid of Temper, lost by someone and left
lying on the floor. All of this happens unbeknowst to the family, but Hob is happy
to be busy and useful. A pleasant conceit, told in distinctive style; there is a
companion volume, The Red Book of Hob Stories.
Meyer, Carolyn. The Luck of Texas McCoy. Atheneum, 1984. 84-3061. ISBN 0-689-50312-1.
183p. $11.95.
Knowing that Texas was the only member of the family who wanted to keep his
R beloved ranch intact and keep on training horses, her grandfather left it to her in his
6-9 will. Her mother and grandmother were angry when Texas refused to sell; they left
her to move into town and it was left to the sixteen-year-old to make a go of it by
herself. Texas is a strong character: independent, honest, dedicated, industrious. She
falls in love with the movie star she's been hired to train for a Western; he becomes
her friend but--realistically-no more, and by the end of the story it seems clear
that Texas will respond to a lad from a neighboring ranch. The book has the appeal
of making-it-alone, and the characterization and writing style are far superior to
those in most western-setting horse stories.
D.V. Independence; Industry
Mikolaycak, Charles, ad. Babushka; retold and illus. by Charles Mikolaycak. Holiday House,
1984. 84-500. ISBN 0-8234-0520-6. 26p. $14.95.
Like the Italian folklore figure, Befana, the Russian Babushka has become a
R beloved Christmas legend about the woman who, busy with her sweeping and
K-3 cleaning, refused to accompany the three kings as they followed a star-and later
repented and roamed the world trying to find the child who was a King. Children
enjoy the legend because Babushka is said to leave small gifts for children wherever
she goes. Mikolaycak has retold the story adequately, in a straightforward style; it is
his stunning paintings that give the book impact, with strong Slavic notes in archi-
tectural and costume details, effective composition and use of color, and-a parti-
cularly moving touch-the gradual aging of Babushka from a fresh-faced young
woman to a stooped and weary old woman.
C.U. Christmas
Mother Goose. Home Before Midnight illus. by Bobby Lewis. Lothrop, 1984. 81-6072.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00731-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00530-6. 32p. Library ed.
$10.51; Trade ed. $11.50.
The pictures provide a modern interpretation of a traditional nursery rhyme that
R has the appeals of cumulation and humor, visual facets of the flamboyant illustra-
K-2 tions echoing the exaggeration of the text. The old woman who couldn't get her pig
over a stile ("Fire won't burn stick; Stick won't beat dog; Dog won't bite pig; Piggy
won't go over the stile, and I shan't get home until midnight.") here is a gawky
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woman named Nellie Bones; all of the other characters are animals (Piggy is an
elaborately dressed shopper, the dog is a doorman in sky-blue uniform.) The rhyme
has demonstrated its perennial appeal, and the lap audience should enjoy the comic-
strip ebullience of the pictures.
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Old Sadie and the Christmas Bear; illus. by Patricia Montgomery
Newton. Atheneum, 1984. 84-2995. ISBN 0-689-31052-8. 29p. $11.95.
Soft pictures, touched with red tints, beautifully tactile but-especially in interior
NR scenes-often crowded, illustrate a sentimentalized and not very convincing fantasy
K-2 about a bear who comes out of hibernation, sensing something (Christmas, it
develops) in the air. He drops in to share a meal with an elderly woman who is so
near-sighted that she never realizes that her guest is a bear. (They have a conversa-
tion, of course.) When the bear goes, Old Sadie (as stereotypical as she can be)
moves into his warm chair to continue her nap. That's the "gift" of the Christmas
Bear. This is insubstantial as cotton candy, and almost as sugary.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Noble, Trinka Hakes. Apple Tree Christmas; written and illus. by Trinka Hakes Noble. Dial,
1984. 84-1901. Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0103-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0102-0. 32p.
Library ed. $10.89; Trade ed. $10.95.
A family story set in 1881 has colorful illustrations with good period detail and
R some evocative watercolor paintings, both outdoor and interior scenes. Katrina and
K-2 her sister love the old apple tree, where there is a swing and a notch where Katrina
can sit and draw, and where the apples come from that serve both as food and as
decorations for the Christmas tree. When, just before the holiday, the old tree is
ruined by an ice storm, Katrina is desolate and finds it hard to be festive.
Ingeniously and lovingly, Mama and Pappa think of gifts from the apple tree (an
indoor swing, a drawing board of apple wood) that give Katrina a feeling that it's a
merry Christmas after all. A very pleasant period piece.
CU. Christmas
D.V. Family relations
Olson, Arielle North. Hurry Home, Grandma!; illus. by Lydia Dabcovich. Dutton, 1984.
84-1529. ISBN 0-525-44113-1. 27p. $9.95.
Like an antiphonal chorus, this swings back and forth between scenes of Melinda
Ad and Timothy engaged in pre-Christmas activities and Grandma (whose arrival they
K-2 long for) engaged in such non-stereotypical activities as rescuing her binoculars from
some jungle monkeys and flying her own plane home. There's humor in the
contrast, appeal in the Christmas setting and in the portrait of an enterprising
Grandma, and freshness in the concept, the one weakness of the story being the
rather contrived ending (the parrot that has followed the airplane across the ocean
flies to the top of the tree with the star). The illustrations have little polish, but
they're bright and colorful paintings with plenty of action.
C.U. Christmas
D.V. Grandmother-child relations
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. Fantasy Summer. Pacer/Putnam, 1984. 84-3236. ISBN 0-399-21086-5.
204p. $10.95.
Four young women have been selected, in an annual competition, to spend the
summer working and learning at the New York offices of Image, a magazine for
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Ad adolescents. Robin, who is the photography intern, is the protagonist, and the
7-10 personalities of the other girls as well as the events for the summer (including
romantic interests) are seen primarily from her viewpoint. The setting should appeal
to readers; the problems and interests are universal if not world-shaking. This hasn't
the depth and polish of most Pfeffer books, but it is believable, adequate in
characterization if trivialized in plot, and capably written.
D.V. Age-mate relations
Prelutsky, Jack. The New Kid on the Block; illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow, 1984.
83-20621. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-02272-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-02271-5. 159p.
Library ed. $8.59; Trade ed. $9.25.
Vigorous cartoon-style line drawings illustrate a collection that consists primarily
R of humorous poetry, much of it flagrantly nonsensical. Prelutsky's writing, depend-
K-4 able in its scansion and rhythm, has an appealing lilt and a communicable sense of
the fun of word play. This isn't great poetry, but it's good poetry for the most part
(a big jingly here and there) and it's the kind of poetry that may capture the atten-
tion of children who have not been poetry lovers.
Ray, Deborah Kogan. The Cloud; written and illus. by Deborah Kogan Ray. Harper, 1984.
83-48438. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024847-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-024846-7. 37p.
Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $12.50.
Hiking to the top of a small mountain, Nina and her mother see deer, enjoy
Ad flowers, and walk into a low-lying cloud. Nina had looked forward to this, but
K-2 found it so cold and dank that she cuddled up to Mama for warmth and comfort.
However, as they descended and the cold dissipated, Nina began to think the mist
was pretty and enjoyed walking in a cloud. Soft and variably textured pencil and
crayon drawings illustrate a quiet story that will probably appeal to many children
because of its evocation of mood and weather as well as of the concept of walking
through a cloud.
D.V. Environmental concepts; Mother-daughter relations
Rylant, Cynthia. This Year's Garden; illus. by Mary Szilagyi. Bradbury, 1984. 84-10974.
ISBN 0-02-777970-X. 27p. $12.95.
Crayon pictures, boldly composed, soft in texture and brightly colored, illustrate a
Ad poetic but narrow text about a family's planning of its summer vegetable garden, the
K-2 seeding and harvesting, and the enjoyment of the preserved crop through the
summer and fall-and then the planning again, as the bare brown garden patch
waits, like the family, for next year's garden. This is a book that can be used to
corroborate a child's concept of the cycle of seasons, or to encourage an interest in
gardening, but it's not informative enough to be a useful book about gardening and
it's too static to have appeal to some of the read-aloud audience.
Shannon, George. Bean Boy; illus. by Peter Sis. Greenwillow, 1984. 83-20764. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-03780-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-03779-8. 40p. Library ed. $8.59; Trade
ed. $9.25.
A boy who has no possessions except a cup full of beans gets down to the last
Ad bean and, since he lives alone, (on what appears to be a metropolitan rooftop) and
K-2 has no resources, decides he'd better go find a job. He has no luck in finding work,
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but he does find a series of kind people when he asks for food and shelter; at each
household, an animal causes trouble; a rat spills his last bean so the householder
gives the boy the rat, a cat eats the rat, so the boy gets the cat. (This all gets rather
tediously patterned.) Eventually the boy has a donkey, a cup full of beans, and
advice from a farmer on planting the beans rather than just eating them. Problem
solved; rooftop converted to a city bean garden. Mildly amusing, nicely told, and
illustrated with drawings that are stippled, imaginative, at times awkward in
representation of figures.
C.U. Storytelling
Sullivan, George. Computer Kids; illus. with photographs. Dodd, 1984. 84-1577. ISBN
0-396-08320-X. 127p. $10.95.
In this compilation of fairly lengthy interviews with computer-wise young people
R between the ages of eleven and sixteen, each commentary by the subject is prefaced
5-9 by some background material by Sullivan, usually giving some facts about the per-
sonal life and the first acquaintance with computers of the boy or girl who has
attained proficiency. One has sold a computer game, another teaches other children;
one boy is an expert on computer security; another has his own software company.
There's a certain amount of repetition, not unexpectedly, in the young people's
descriptions of the way they've learned computer skills, but the fact that the
speakers are young people should appeal to readers enough to compensate for this.
A glossary is appended.
Taylor, Doug. The Best Time for a Hug; written and illus. by Doug Taylor. Crown, 1984.
83-23233. ISBN 0-517-55290-6. 12p. $2.95.
There are two things one can say on the positive side about this book and its three
M companion volumes: the writing is simple, and the board pages are sturdy. On the
2-4 other hand, the tone is cute, the concepts mawkish, and the illustrations, pedestrian
yrs. pictures of dumpling-children who look like the old Campbell kids, embarrassingly
cute. The answer to the best time for a hug is: when you wake, when you're dressed,
after breakfast, when you leave for school, and so on, ending "Any time, of
course." The other three titles are How Do You Feel?, Things To Do Together, and
Ways to Say I Love You.
Thrasher, Crystal. A Taste of Daylight. Atheneum, 1984. 84-2967. ISBN 0-689-50313-X.
204p. $12.95.
Fifth and last in a series of books about an Indiana family's experiences during
R the Depression Era (the series began in 1975 with The Dark Didn't Catch Me) this
6-9 is as strongly written as the best of its predecessors. Other members of the family
have died or left home by the time Seely's mother decides she will move into a
rented city house with her two children. Although there are plot developments
(friendship with neighboring children, Mom's decision to remarry, Seely's being sent
to stay with a beloved older sister) the focus is on life in the time of a severe depres-
sion rather than on events; Thrasher does an excellent job of evoking the period, but
does not sacrafice writing style or authorial insight to do so.
Turnage, Sheila. Trout the Magnificent" illus. by Janet Stevens. Harcourt, 1984. 82-15865.
ISBN 0-15-290962-1. 44p. $12.95.
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The council of creatures that rules the world (Lion, Owl, Dog, and Ant) reluc-
M tantly agrees to help Trout, who feels he is ugly and ordinary, achieve his goal of
K-2 independent flight. Owl even coaches Trout until the fish becomes adept at flying;
unfortunately, he also becomes conceited and frightens other animals. When Owl
almost drowns, Trout rescues his friend. His wings (paper and popsicle sticks)
collapse but his ego is inflated when his friends praise him for his courage and for
those very fish-like qualities of which he's been ashamed. This is a rather elaborate
variant of the animal tale in which a dissatisfied creature learns to accept its unique
self. The writing style is uneven, with a trace of that cuteness that derives from
writing down to children. The illustrations are mildly comic.
Twain, Mark. Tom Sawyer Becomes a Pirate; ad. by I.M. Richardson; illus. by Bert Dodson.
Troll, 1984. 83-18037. Library ed. ISBN 0-8167-0061-3; Paper ed. ISBN
0-8167-0061-1. 32p. Library ed. $8.79; Paper ed. $2.50.
Although the book may be, as the publisher's review slip suggests, useful for
NR reluctant readers, it seems a pity to foist on children so vitiated an edition of a
3-4 classic. Action has been telescoped and style simplified, so that the book (one of
four vignettes from the original) is easy to read-short sentences, bland tone-and
superficial. This is not much worse, not much better, than most such adaptations
but the question is, with all such waterings down, why? Why present the story, or
part of it, without the distinctive style and humor that made it a classic in the first
place?
Ure, Jean. You Two; illus. by Ellen Eagle. Morrow, 1984. 84-8947. ISBN 0-688-03857-3.
184p. $9.25.
When her father lost his job and had to take another at a lower salary, Elizabeth's
R family moved to a smaller house and she was transferred from a private school to
4-6 Gladeside Intermediate, a public school. Taken aback by the crowded classes, the
rough behavior of some of the students, and being teased because she was proficient
in French and had high standards in English lessons, Elizabeth was desperate until
she found a friend. Once she had Paddy, it was "you two" people referred to-but
her mother didn't like Paddy and discouraged the friendship. When she and Paddy
had a fight, Elizabeth felt lonelier than ever. It took a minor crisis at school, a wise
principal's advice to Elizabeth's mother, and a gesture of forgiveness to set things
right. The setting is an English school, but the group dynamics and the individual
relationships should have a universal appeal. Characters and writing style are equally
strong, and the author is most perceptive in depicting the loneliness of a child who is
rejected by her peers and the contrasting joy and security when she has a friend.
D.V. Adaptability; Economic differences, understanding; Friendship values
Wallin, Luke. In the Shadow of the Wind. Bradbury, 1984. 83-19758. ISBN 0-02-792320-7.
203p. $11.95.
An impressive historical novel about the conflict between white settlers and Creek
R families in Alabama in 1835 focuses on two families. Caleb McElroy is a white adol-
6-10 escent who feels friendship for Brown Hawk's family (he has rescued the old man's
nephew and in turn been helped by Brown Hawk's niece, Pine Basket) but is in the
unhappy position of being forced by his employer, wealthy Judge Travis, and
encouraged by his mother to help in a plan to raid the Creek slave camp. Caleb
takes a chance and warns Brown Hawk that the slave raiders are, he's just learned,
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planning to attack the Creek settlement. Since this is the time that whites are forcing
the Creek to abandon their lands and emigrate to Oklahoma, Brown Hawk asks
Caleb to help them by taking over the deed to their land. The long, sad story of
deceit and betrayal ends with Pine Basket and her mother rescued from captivity by
her brother and Caleb, and there is a closing section that describes the remaining
years of their lives after they are in Oklahoma Territory. Many Creek Indians fought
with the Confederacy when the Civil War came, to protect their holdings in slaves;
Caleb, long-married to Pine Basket, joined the Union Army. A moving if somber
story is convincing and dramatic.
C.U. History-U.S.
D.V. Intercultural understanding
Weil, Lisl. To Sail a Ship of Treasures; written and illus. by Lisl Weil. Atheneum, 1984.
84-3025. ISBN 0-689-31059-5. 30p. $10.95.
In a direct and very simple style, Weil tells the story of her childhood in Vienna,
Ad touching briefly on a serious illness, family affairs, cultural interests, the advent of
2-4 the Nazi regime of hatred, and her coming to the United States. Like the flyaway
line drawings, the text has vitality but little polish; it is interesting primarily as a
picture of a child in another time and place, and some readers may appreciate Weil's
little concluding homily about the "ship of treasures," or memories, that each
person accumulates.
Wisler, G. Clifton. Buffalo Moon. Lodestar, 1984. 83-20803. ISBN 0-525-67146-3. 105p.
$10.95.
In a story of the Old West that glorifies western outdoor life and the Noble
M Savage, a boy of fourteen runs away to live for six months with a Comanche tribe
6-8 rather than accede to his father's plan that he go to New Orleans for schooling. The
Texas setting, the Comanche life style, and the macho concepts (Willie leaves home a
boy and returns a man) may appeal to some readers, but the lack of a plot and the
minimal relevance of the story for today's readers detract from its value. The writing
style is mediocre, the characterization superficial.
D.V. Interracial understanding
Woodford, Peggy. The Girl with a Voice. Bodley Head/Merrimack, 1984. ISBN 0-370-
30423-3. 187p. Paper. $6.95.
Rod, who is rather quiet and shy, is immediately smitten by Claudia when he joins
R the staff of a summer program for boys in Yorkshire. He's almost as quickly aware
8-12 that she affects others the same way. He is not aware (although the reader is) that
Claudia is deeply in love with a much older man who, in the course of the story,
gives Claudia as kindly a brush-off as he can. The crux of the story, which is told in
a vigorous but smooth writing style, is that Rod is the only person to recognize the
fact that Claudia has a remarkable voice, to encourage her to get training and make
it her career, and to appear in public doing a joint program with her-a perform-
ance that leads to exactly the sort of result Rod had envisioned, when a member of
the audience arranges an audition. Strong in the characterization of major and
minor figures, the book has a pleasant flow and a sensible, mature approach.
Yolen, Jane H. The Stone Silenus. Philomel, 1984. 84-4244. ISBN 0-399-20971-9. 127p. $10.95.
A year after the death of her father, a poet she idolized, Melissa meets a boy who
looks so much like her father and so much like a faun that she almost believes that
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M the "faun-boy," Gabriel, is a reincarnation of her father. Melissa finds it as hard to
7-9 accept some of the truths about her father (conveyed by her mother) as to accept his
death, or to accept her mother's announcement that she is marrying again. It all
comes to an unconvincing climax when Melissa finds Gabriel in her bedroom at
night and is frightened; he proves to be a look-alike student with a history of mental
illness and-somehow-this helps Melissa to accept reality, including the upcoming
marriage. A diffuse story in which the only firmly established character is the dead
poet, an aging Pan whose rejection by a college girl had led to what his wife is
firmly convinced was not accident but suicide.
D.V. Father-daughter relations; Death, adjustment to
Zalben, Jane Breskin. Here's Looking At You, Kid. Farrar, 1984. 84-5997. ISBN 0-374-
33055-7. 136p. $10.95.
"Most parents are uptight about drugs, sex, and violence," sixteen-year-old Eric
R begins, "My mother's major concern was that I was too straight." When Eric meets
7-10 Enid and discovers they're both foreign film buffs, his emotional horizons widen-
and they expand even more when he meets Enid's old friend Kimberly, a pretty and
popular cheerleader. Enid resents Eric's interest in her sexy friend, including the fact
that Eric tries to be a jock for Kimberly's sake. This does not have the expectable,
formulaic ending; Eric and Enid renew their friendship, but it is just a friendship,
and both stay on good terms with Kimberly. The story is strong in style and in
development of a triangular relationship, and the characterization has depth and
consistency. In the end, Eric realizes that it was too much to hope for someone with
Enid's mind and Kimberly's body. Nobody's perfect, he concludes, "You gotta take
the whole chicken."
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Friendship values
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argue with a shark, eat a dinosaur, h e
or have an alligator for a pet. on the Block
The New Kid on the Block will
have the whole country laughing. Poemsby Jack Prelutsk!
Because a bigger, more marvelous Drawingsby
collection of wacky rhymes (by the James Stevenson
inimitable Jack Prelutsky) and All ages. TR $9.00/0-688-02271-5
uproarious illustrations (by the LE $8.59/0-688-02272-3
one-and-only James Stevenson) 160 pages.
simply doesn't exist.
SGreenwillow Books 105 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
Our "freight pass through" pricing policy: The New Kid on the Block will carry a trade cover price of 25C greater than the
price listed here.
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LEGEND DAYS
byJamake Highwater
author of Anpao and Many Smokes, Many Moons
In the winter of her
eleventh year, a smallpox
epidemic leaves Amana
an orphan, abandoned in
the wilderness. There she "
is taken in by grandfather , * .
fox, who fills her with the * *
courage of a warrior and . .
thp nrouwsPs of a hluntpr
But Amana must keep
her sacred gifts hidden..
This first volume in
Jamake Highwater's
Ghost Horse cycle is "a
haunting story [in which
the Indian culture lives."
-SLJ. "Amana is the
most delightful heroine




Book Ages 12 up.
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*Invoice price,TRADE Ed. tHARPERCREST
Library Ed. Publisher's price only and in no
way reflects the price at which available fron
any other source.
Harper7 Row10 E 5A3 St., New York 10022
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To CHEER
The Bagthorpes are at it again...this time on a trip to Wales in search
of ghosts. Their latest escapade joins Ordinary Jack, Absolute Zero,
Bagthorpes Unlimited and Bagthorpes V the World to continue the
madcap hilarity of Helen Cresswells chronicles of the eccentric,
endearing Bagthorpe family
BAGTHORPES ABROAD
BEING THE FIFTH PART OF THE BAGTHORPE SAGA
By Helen Cresswell
Ages 10-14 /180 pages / 0-02-725390-2 / $10.95
"A homely, warming English time-fantasy" (Kirkus Reviews), The
Secret World of Polly Flint "is exquisitely told in lucid, rhythmic
prose and dramatic dialogue....The exciting adventure will grab
readers; its subtlety and depth will stay with them a long time."
-Starred, Bulletin of the Centerfor Chidren's Books
THE SECRET WORLD OF POLLY FLINT
By Helen Cresswell
Illustrated by Shirley Felts
Ages 9-12 / 176 pages / 0-02-725400-3 / $10.95 MACMILLAN







This is the absorbing story of how child abuse grew
rapidly from a small, private-sector charity concern
into a multimillion-dollar social welfare issue.
Nelson provides important new perspectives on the
process of public agenda setting and reconstructs
an invaluable history of child abuse policy in
America. While presenting a comprehensive
approach for analyzing how this issue mobilized
public action, she carefully highlights the role child
abuse plays in our larger social agenda.
Cloth $17.50 188 pages
SOCIAL LIFE OF BABIES
How Parents Create Persons
Kenneth Kaye
Kenneth Kaye proposes a new conception of the
role of parents in early human development.
It is actually adaptive, he asserts, for parents to
act on a falsehood, namely, that the infant is
a communicating partner from birth onward.
"An extraordinarily valuable book... [It] adds
significantly to our appreciation of the foundations
of inner experience in the infant; it reasserts the
crucial role played by parents in the organization of
the self. It deserves a wide readership, and I think it
will become a classic in the field of parent-child
research." - Paul M. Brinich, International Review
of Psvcho-Analvsis
Paper $9.95 304 pages
I nE EfunWr'.Mn rAMILT
Patriarchy to Partnership from the
Middle Ages to the Present
Michael Mitterauer and Reinhard Sieder
The stable family remains central to the aspirations
of a majority of people in the West - in spite of the
family's changing forms, functions, and associated
ideals. The authors draw on a wide range of
historical research to examine what these changes
have been, why they have come about, and how
they may affect us in the future. "There are few
general issues in current research on the family that
[the authors] have left untouched and unilluminated
in this superb introduction." - Gerald L. Soliday,
Journal of Family History
Paper $9.95 252 pages
THE MFNTAL ANfl
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO PRESS
5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, IL 60637
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>rever welcome. Forever enter-
ining and, above all, forever pop-
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)w Ramona is back in a sparkling
w adventure by Newbery Medal-
inning author Beverly Cleary It's
II of surprises-Aunt Bea is get-
ng married, a third Quimby child
on the way-and Ramona copes
her brave, endearing style.
sight, warmth and humor are
ended with the easy mastery that
is made Beverly Cleary one of
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Volume XI of the Annals of the American Society for Adolescent
Psychiatry. Edited by Max Sugar. (Cloth, 256p., ISBN: 0-226-77962-9.)
Scheduled to appear February 1984. $22.00, $17.60 to customers
entering a standing order to the series. Priced higher outside the
Western Hemisphere. Discounts available on previous volumes. For
more information, write to Ms. Orlie Higgins, Circulation Manager,
The University of Chicago Press, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
At age 11
AP, Volume XI
Rudolf Ekstein, As I Remember Her: Anna Freud, 1895-1982
Erik H. Erikson, Reflections
Albert J. Solnit, Obstacles and Pathways in the Journey from
Adolescence to Parenthood
Sol Nichtern, The Pursuit of the Fantasy Family
David A. Rothstein, The Academia, the Pseudo-Community,
and the Army in the Development of Identity
John G. Looney and Jerry M. Lewis, Competent Adolescents
from Different Socioeconomic and Ethnic Contexts
Laurie M. Brandt, The Fairy Tale as Paradigm of the Separation-
Individuation Crisis
Deborah Anne Sosin, The Diary as a Transitional Object of Female
Adolescent Development
Peter Blos, The Contribution of Psychoanalysis to the
Psychotherapy of Adolescents
Rudolf Ekstein, The Adolescent Self during the Process of
Termination of Treatment
Carl B. Feinstein, Early Adolescent Deaf Boys: A Biopsychosocial
Approach
Michael H. Stone, Special Problems in Borderline Adolescents
from Wealthy Families
Jonathan Cohen, Learning Disabilities and the College Student
Max Sugar, Sexual Abuse of Children and Adolescents
II
-- A numcunger of -
a teenage thriller...
a page-turner from
start to finish! Booklist
r"A warm blend of suspense,
charm, and character....Helen is an ap-
pealing, plucky (but not too plucky)




brought to life....A historical mystery-
within-a-mystery is cleverly conceived
and makes for a fascinating subplot'"
-School Library Journal
"Stylishly written, with fine charac-
terization: just the kind of book I am
looking for to give to my teenage grand-
daughters:'-Madeline L'Engle
"Winner of a Mystery Writers of
America Edgar, Wells tells another
tense, funny story.'-Publishers Weekly
"Fast, fascinating, and suspenseful
from beginning to end'"
-Lloyd Alexander
The Man in the Woods
By ROSEMARY WELLS
Ages 11 & up / Retail Price: $11.95 / Invoice Price: $11.60
rl Dial Books for Young Readers
A Division of E.P. DUTITON, INC., 2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
f"
Can children be called poets - even natural poets -
or do we attribute to young people the powers they do not,
in fact, possess?*
The Child as Poet: Myth or Reality?
By Myra Cohn Livingston
In this landmark work the noted poet and critic challenges accepted
notions of the innate creativity of children. She analyzes the work of
Hilda Conkling, Langston Hughes, Kenneth Koch, and others, grappling
with the uniquely American preconception "which embodies in the
child all the qualities traditionally ascribed to poets, in particular the
love of truth and the power to speak this truth through language."
Myra Cohn Livingston received the NCTE award for Excellence in Po-
etry for Children in recognition of her aggregate work.
The Horn Book, Inc.
31 St. James Avenue, Dept. BC
Boston, MA 02116
1-800-325-1170/617-482-5198
* From The Child as Poet: Myth or Reality? Cloth, $24.95
What the Children Taught Me
The Experience of an Educator in the Public Schools
Jack Greenstein
Foreword by Kevin Ryan
This is the delightful memoir of a man who spent thirteen years as a teacher, ten
as a principal, in Chicago's public elementary schools. He has coped with all the
vicissitudes of urban schools in changing neighborhoods and has emerged with
his sense of humor, humanity, and affection for children intact. As he wends
his anecdotal way through his experiences, Greenstein offers his own candid,
often controversial views on such topics as reading instruction, integration, and
discipline.
Cloth $15.00 264 pages
The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago, IL 60637
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READING FOR TEACHERS
To order any of the items listed below, please write directly to the publisher of the item, not
to the BULLETIN of the Center for Children's Books.
Auten, Anne. "ERIC/RCS: Understanding Other Cultures Through Literature." The
Reading Teacher, January, 1984.
Baker, D. Philip. The Library Media Program and the School. Libraries Unlimited, 1984.
186p. $19.50 in U.S.; elsewhere, $23.50.
Butler, Francelia and Rees, Compton. Children's Literature, 12: Annual of the Modern
Language Association Division on Children's Literature and the Children's Literature
Association. Yale University Press, 1984. 226p. $25; Paper, $8.95.
Church, Elizabeth and Bereiter, Carl. "Reading for Style," Language Arts, April, 1983.
Cline, Ruth K.J. and McBride, William 0. A Guide to Literature for Young Adults.
Background, Selection and Use. Scott, Foresman, 1983. 200p. $9.95.
Dolgins, Judith, and others. "How Do We Help the Learning Disabled?" Instructor,
February, 1984.
Egan, Owen. "In Defense of Traditional Language: Folktales and Reading Texts." The
Reading Teacher, December, 1984.
Gray, William. Reading: A Research Retrospective, 1881-1941, ed. by John Guthrie, Interna-
tional Reading Association, 1984. 89p. Paper, $7.00; $5.00 to individual members of
IRA.
Haglund, Elaine J. and Harris, Marcia L. On This Day: A Collection of Everyday Learning
Events and Activities for the Media Center, Library and Classroom. Libraries
Unlimited, 1983. 470p. $27.50.
Keresey, Gayle. "School Book Club Expurgation Practices." Top of the News, Winter, 1984.
Shaw, Spencer G. "Legacies for Youth: Ethnic and Cultural Diversity in Books," School
Library Journa4 December, 1983.
Thomas, Carol. Merlin's Magic: A Reading Activities Idea Book for Use with Children. Oryx
Press, 1984. 86p. Paper. $12.50.
Materials for Children's Book Week (November 12-18, 1984) are available from the
Children's Book Council, 67 Irving Place, New York, N.Y. 10003; a descriptive brochure is
available upon request, with an envelope that is legal size, stamped and self-addressed.

